White Nights and Museums

6 days

Spend a night at the museum! The most respectable museums and art galleries stay open until the
early hours for the annual Long Night of Museums event in St Petersburg on 17 May 2014, which is
accompanied by special exhibitions, street art and performances. Combine this wonderful event with
guided touring of the key sights in St Petersburg, and the Red Capital - Moscow.

TOUR DETAILS:

TOUR MAP:

Starts in: St Petersburg / Ends in: Moscow
Departs: Friday 16 May 2014
No local payment required
Breakfast:5, Lunch: 0, Dinner: 0
Hotel Rating: 3 star
Tour Guide: Yes

ONLINE RESOURCES:
For a detailed GO GUIDE - click here
To book this trip - click here
To enquire about this trip - click here
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Day 1: St Petersburg
Friday 16 May 2014. Welcome to Russia and the start of your
holiday! Arrival transfer from St Petersburg Pulkovo Airport to your
hotel and check in. Tonight, our tip filled Welcome Meeting takes
place. Rest of evening free. Your tour leader will recommend some
local bars and restaurants for you to try out. Overnight - St
Petersburg
Day 2: Night At The Museum
A city tour gives us a run-down of St Pete’s key areas. We will drive
along the famed Nevsky Prospekt, the museum and university
districts and a stop will be made at the Church on Spilled Blood
(viewed from outside from the Nevsky prospect side for photo
opportunities), The Bronze Horseman and Peter and Paul Fortress.
Peter and Paul Fortress was built on the orders of Peter the Great.
At one time a gruesome prison, within the compound is SS Peter
and Paul Cathedral - housing the tombs of the Romanov
monarchs.
Later, we enjoy a guided tour of the incredible Hermitage in the
Winter Palace - which houses one of the biggest and best art
collections on earth. The rest of the day is free for you to relax or
further explore. Most of the city sights are dotted along and just
off the main thoroughfare - Nevsky Prospekt.

Day 3: Free Time to Explore
A free day to explore, alternatively jump on board with our
optional Pukka Pass! The Pukka Pass includes entrance fees and
guiding, with visits to the Church On Spilled Blood, Peterhof in
summer or Catherine or Pavlovsk Palace in winter and lunch at a
waterside restaurant. Later this evening we board our overnight
sleeper train bound for Moscow. Overnight - Sleeper Train

Tonight at approximately 9pm we set off to spend the night
touring the Museums of St Petersburg, accompanied by our guide,
with private transportation and inclusive of entrance fees. Over
thirty of St Petersburg’s most respected museums and art galleries
will stay open from 9pm on Saturday 17th May 2014 until 6am the
following morning for this wonderful annual event, which is
accompanied by unique exhibitions, street art and performances
around the city. The city of the tsars becomes a hive of late night
activity as people flock to see some of the St Pete’s finest cultural
offerings and take advantage of the wonderful Russian ‘White
Nights’ when the sun barely sets!

Day 4: Moscow's Red Square

In previous years at this event we visited the following museums:
The Museum of Political History, the Planetarium, the Geological
Museum, The Gallery of Modern Art and St. Isaac’s Cathedral
where we enjoyed a classical music performed by the city
Symphony Orchestra. Overnight - St Petersburg

Moscow. The city that kept Bond busy. At Red Square, we enjoy a
guided walk of the Kitay Gorod and Lubyanka area. Discover the
delights of Red Square, home to St Basil’s, the GUM department
store and Lenin’s Mausoleum. The rest of the day is free for you to
further explore. Overnight - Moscow
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Below is a list of key highlights and what is included on this tour.
Further, where appropriate, we have listed the items that are not
included in the tour price.

Trip Highlights

Day 5: The Kremlin
Today, we tour Russia’s powerhouse - the mighty Kremlin, with a
guided walk through the grounds where we’ll see numerous
government buildings, gold-domed cathedrals and the tsar bell the largest bell that never rang! Later you can visit St Basil’s
Cathedral, commissioned by Ivan IV (also known as Ivan the
terrible) in 1555 to commemorate the capture of the Khanate of
Kazan. The multi-tented cathedral with brightly coloured onion
shaped domes is destinctively iconic Russia.
Afterward there is free time. If open, you can pay your respects to
the grandfather of Communism at Lenin’s mausoleum. The city
offers amazing galleries, museums, plenty of cafes, shops
(including the GUM department store for high rollers) and bars all
within walking distance. Alternatively, hop from station to station
using your Metro pass. Be sure to take the circle line to fully view
and absorb the opulence of Stalin’s marble clad, chandelier lit
underground stations. Overnight - Moscow

St Petersburg - UNESCO-listed city area including: Nevsky
Prospekt, Museum and University districts, Church on
Spilled Blood (exterior only), The Bronze Horseman,
Admiralty End, St Petersburg Hermitage at the Winter
Palace
Night At The Museums event - more than 30 museums will
open their doors for the night. We will possibly visit the
Museum of Political History, Planetarium, Geological
Museum, Gally of Modern Art & St Isaac Cathedral
Other sites of St Petersburg included on the optional pukka
pass
Moscow - UNESCO-listed Red Square, Kremlin and Lenin’s
Mausoleum and St Basil’s Cathedral

What's Included
5 breakfasts
4 nights 3 star hotels
1 overnight train St Petersburg - Moscow (open sleeper
cabin) including bed linen
Airport arrival transfer on day 1
Guided sightseeing - St Petersburg city, Hermitage at
Winter Palace, Moscow's Red Square and Kremlin
Night At The Museums Event: Transportation and guided
tour of a selection of museums (entrance fees included).
Moscow Metro travel card - 6 journeys
Escorted by an English speaking Russian tour leader
Specialist Russian guides at local sights
All relevant transfers and transportation on tour

What's Not Included
Tipping - an entirely personal gesture
International flights and visa
Entrance Fees: $50-60 USD

BOLT-ONS:

Day 6: Moscow
Our Night at the Museums tour concludes after breakfast and
hotel check out at 12 noon. Happy Travels!

WHAT YOU SEE AND WHAT YOU GET:
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Make the most of your time away! Listed below are the optional
activities that are available on this trip. Please note that you will
need to book these prior to travel as we cannot always guarantee
availability of these activities once you are on holiday.

Pukka Pass - USD $149
Start the day with a visit to either the gardens of palatial Peterhof,
overlooking the Gulf of Finland in the summer OR Catherine
Palace at Tsarskoe Selo in the winter (Pavlosk Palace is viewed if
Catherine Palace is closed). We stop for lunch at the popular

White Nights and Museums
restaurant, where we enjoy a hearty meal, before exploring inside
the beautiful Church on Spilled Blood.

Inside a Soviet Bunker - USD $109
Head 65 meters underground to the Underground Cold War
Museum - a Stalinist-era Soviet Bunker that up until recently was a
top secret symbol of Soviet Power. This mighty 75,000-square-foot
facility was constructed covertly in the 1950s, to protect the select
few against a US nuclear attack. Step back in time to the
clandestine and tense era of the Cold War and enjoy an interactive
tour of this bunker turned museum, followed by a tour of the most
luxurious and extravagant of the Stalinist era metro stations with
their marble columns and chandeliers all with an English speaking
guide.

PRICES AND DATES: from USD $1,329
Prices shown are per person travelling. 'Twin/Double' prices per
person apply when there are 2 people travelling, sharing a room.
The 'Single supplement' applies for single travellers who require
their own room and needs to be added to the 'Twin/Double' price.
If you are happy to be paired up with another single traveller of
the same sex on your tour, this can be arranged, thus avoiding the
single person supplement. All our group tours are guaranteed to
depart subject to a minimum of 2 travellers.
2014
Date

Price/Person

Single Supp.

16 MAY - 21 MAY

USD $1,329

USD $599
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